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Type-1.5 Superconductivity  
in multiband systems 



Single component superconductors 

Type-I Superconductivity 
Vortex solutions do exist BUT 
1.  they are thermodynamically not 

stable  (Hc1 > Hct) 
2.  Vortices, even if  produced by 

some means would have purely 
attractive interaction and instable 
against a collapse onto a singe 
“megavortex” state 

Type-II Superconductivity 
1.  Vortices are thermodynamically  
      stable (Hc1 < Hc2) 

2. Co-directed vortices have purely  
    repulsive interaction 

H. F. Hess et  al Bell Labs 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 62, 214 (1989)  

Prozorov et al Nature Physics 2007 



Consider now two-component Ginzburg-Landau model 

Applications are abundant:  
•  two-band superconductors 
•  protonic and electronic condensates mixtures in liquid metallic hydrogen 
•  protonic and sigma hyperonic condensates mixtures in neutron stars 
•  particle-physics related models 



“TYPE 1.5” SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

Theoretical works 
E. Babaev cond-mat/0302218 
E. Babaev and J.M Speight Phys.Rev. B72 (2005) 180502 
E. Babaev, Johan Carlstrom and J.M Speight  Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 067003 (2010) 
Johan Carlstrom ,E. Babaev, and J.M Speight   arXiv:1009.2196 

TYPE-I superconductivity: energy of the boundary between normal and  
superconducting phase is positive 

TYPE-II superconductivity: energy of the boundary between normal and  
superconducting phase is negative (Landau): vortex lattices form (Abrikosov) 

“TYPE-1.5”: vortices have non-monotonic interaction and form clusters  with two 
kinds of boundaries: 
(i)  in a vortex cluster the boundary energy is negative   
(ii)  but at the boundary of the cluster the interface energy  is positive 



     The term “Type-1.5” superconductivity was introduced in 



Moshchalkov et al PRL 2009 





Generic two-component Ginzburg-Landau model: 



Three fundamental length scales:  the  London magnetic field penetration length  

 & two coherence lengths 



There are thermodynamically stable solutions where vortices attract 
each other at large length scales and repel at shorter length scale 
(Babaev&Speight arxiv2003, PRB 2005) with interaction potential in 
the linear approximation given by 



How does the picture altered by various interband couplings? 
Consider first interband Josephson coupling 

Interband Josephson Coupling 

The obvious effect that ground state densities of the condensates increase and hence 
the London penetration depth decreases 



The long-range behavior of the condensates can be calculated by 
linearization 

Where K0 is the Bessel function 

The masses and mixing angle can be calculated analytically in the weak-coupling regime  



New fields can be defined which recover according to singe distinct exponential laws 

Where “generalized coherence lengths” of mixed fields can be introduced as inverses 
 of the fields masses 

For the intervortex interaction potential this linear theory gives: 



Numerical investigation of the effect of interband Josephson coupling to vortex 
interaction 

With Josephson 
Without Josephs 





 Type-1.5 regime due to  interband Josephson coupling to a passive band. 

Type-1.5 regime is possible with the following three fundamental length scales 



Nonmonotonic intervortex interaction of a strongly type-II band (GL parameter=8)  
coupled by a weak Josephson coupling to a passive band. 



Density-density coupling can be also treated using the same methods  

the  results for  the fundamental length scales are: 

Type-1.5 regime persists in case of density-density coupling 



D-d interaction  



Can one have interactions which may enhance disparity of the recovery length scales? 
 In fact the mixed gradient coupling has such effect 

In that case one can no longer introduce a “mixing angle” and the condensates recovery is 
governed by a more complicated law 

with 



It can be observed that these terms lead to decreasing of the “coherence length” and 
Increase of the other “coherence length” 

Technically the derivation of these results (omitted here) is very similar to 
“Type-I Seesaw mechanism” which explains the smallness of neutrino mass 




